
Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ)

Compiled here are rules clarifications, card and 
component errata, and other tidbits of info. 

Information in red is the most recent information in this 
document.

If you have questions or please feel free to email us at
info@cheekydingo.com

Shade, sweet water and merry gaming!

Card Errata

Correct
Symbols

Misprinted
Symbols
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Misprinted Traits
CARE trait should read NURTURE

Misprinted Icon

 icon should be 



Print-n-Play Corrected Cards



Rules Clarifications                        5•17•15

TRAITS
Each trait on HAND and CHARACTER card that 
matches a trait on the EVENT or TASK that 
character is attempting provides the ability to re-
roll one die in your pool that has not succeeded. If 
you want a VERY challenging method of play, don’t use any 
re-rolls (or maybe just one per trait, not one for every time a 
trait is printed on a card). If the same trait appears multiple 
times on a card, each time it appears provides a die re-roll.

Despite the current version of the Father Tree 
Home card and statements made on the current 
demo video, traits always provide dice re-rolls. We 
will upload the new Father Tree Home card to the 
website for you to download and will eventually 
have it re-printed to be included in the first 
expansion (or available to order by itself).

Each TASK on the home card will depict which 
attribute cubes provide dice so that they work in 
the exact same way as a solo event.

Development note: We had the home card tasks depicted 
with the attribute icons in most of the playtest versions. 
Somehow in the fog of the final designing process they got 
removed, probably to avoid visual clutter. <sigh....>.

EVENT Failure/Non-completion
When you do not complete an event, at the end of 
the season you roll one die and apply it’s result (if 
any) as depicted on the grey crescent on the right side of the event card. The penalty only applies ONCE 
no matter how many characters were involved in the attempt. The penalty must be fulfilled by 
character(s) involved in the attempt. So, for example, if one cube must be discarded players must 
choose which one of the participating characters must take the hit and lose one cube. The penalty does 
not apply to everyone involved but penalties may be spilt among one or more involved characters if 
possible.

EVENT Rewards
When an event is successfully completed every character who contributed to it, even if they helped in a 
previous season and are not helping at the time of completion, is eligible to receive the indicated reward, 
if any.



TURN ORDER
It does not matter whether you attempt the revealed event before or after attempting tasks on the 
home card. 

If a character(s) does not join in to help a TRIBAL event attempt but chooses to attempt it after others 
have failed to finish it in the current season, that character(s) may attempt it that same season (but 
does not get to roll any white dice).

DICE Rolling & TRIBAL Events
When working on a TRIBAL   task players can choose to each roll their own dice or all the dice 
may be rolled by one player on behalf of everyone participating in the attempt. The white dice are 
rolled once only, no matter how many characters are participating (though they do qualify for re-rolls).

You may choose to roll all dice in one pool or allow each player to roll the dice they are contributing. If 
the event is not completed in the current season, roll one d6 at the end of the season to see if there is 
a penalty. 

When attempting the failed tribal event in a subsequent season, you need not use the same 
characters or even the same number of characters. When it is completed, all characters who 
participated in the event from past and current seasons gain the reward even if they did not contribute 
during the season that the event was completed.

FLIPPED HAND CARDS
When a hand card is flipped over, either to gain three dice for and event or as a result of some 
penalty, you nor longer have access to anything it provides be it dice, attribute cubes or traits.

TWO EDGE’s INVENTION card (Kickstarter exclusive card)
Each of the two traits on this card need to be chosen at the beginning of each new SCENARIO. The 
traits may be the same or different. They stay the same for the duration of the scenario.



Inability to pay a “price” 
If a character is ever required to discard a specific cube or to flip over a specific card or to discard 
tokens and they do not have the required resources to do so, then two of something similar must be 
discarded/flipped etc.

For example: If Skywise is required to discard a green cube and has none, he must instead discard 
two cubes of any other combination of colors. Or if he has no success tokens to discard then he 
would have to flip a card or discard a cube instead.

Wolf Ally Cards
All wolf ally cards are considered to have the animal trait.

Sending Skill Card
Flipping over the Sending card can be done at any time on anyone’s turn. The elf flipping the 
Sending card is NOT considered to be participating in the event unless they have contributed dice to 
the event and therefor do not qualify to receive any rewards from that completed event.

Freak Accident Event Card
Roll three dice. That’s it. No re-rolls. Thematically, Sending should not 
be used by other characters to help.

Count up the number of successes you rolled and apply the effect as 
depicted on the card:

No successes: permanently discard a hand card.
One success: flip over two hand cards.
Two successes: flip over one hand card.
Three successes: discard two success tokens from your personal 
stash.


